Price tracking

Automatically save on flights
and hotels after booking

•

Reduces costs, adds
value. Price tracking is
capable of generating
incremental savings
almost immediately, and
it makes your life a little
easier too.

•

Keeps employees happy.
The service won’t
inconvenience
employees or alter their
travel plans. They keep
the same flights and/or
hotel properties on the
same travel dates.

•

Supports travel policy
compliance, enhances
your program. Employees
gain more confidence to
book trips earlier and with
CWT, because they know
they’re getting the
lowest available airfares
and hotel rates—
even after booking.

PROOF POINT
CWT clients that use price
tracking have saved up to
2 percent of total spending.
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Delivering return on investment through
post-booking price drops
Price tracking helps even mature programs capitalize on price fluctuations and
stretch travel budgets further without disrupting employees or affecting their plans.
Our service follows this simple premise: Find a lower price after booking; rebook at
the new price; save money. There’s no catch or risk. Rebooking always yields
bottom-line savings. If price tracking doesn’t find net savings, the reservation
remains unchanged, and it doesn’t cost you a thing. Price tracking delivers holistic,
measurable return on investment (ROI). Save time and money, while helping to
increase employee engagement, satisfaction and confidence in your managed
travel program.

Capture missed savings without inconveniencing employees
Price tracking uncovers new savings opportunities on already booked flight and
hotel reservations. Using innovative, behind-the-scenes technology, this service
automatically searches for price drops using the same flights, hotel properties and
travel dates as the original booking. When it finds net savings, a CWT travel
counselor rebooks the flight or hotel at the lower price—no traveler intervention
required. You get an easy way to ensure employees get the best available fares and
rates without increasing your workload or theirs.

Key features
•

Automated price monitoring. After booking, price tracking automatically
searches for lower prices until 24 hours before departure.

•

Configurable settings. Use our recommended settings or set custom
parameters.

•

Detailed reporting. An online portal and regular reports enhance spending and
savings visibility.

•

‘‘

‘‘

BENEFITS

Global availability. Price tracking continues to expand into markets worldwide.
Please consult your CWT representative for specific country availability.

It’s a no-brainer.

Price tracking drives savings with

little to no disruption

to our travelers.
— a satisfied CWT client

